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APPEAL PANEL DECISION FORM 

I. CLAIMANT AND CLAIM INFORMATION 

Last/Name of Business First 

Claimant Name 

Claimant ID Claim ID 

Claim Type 

Law Firm 

II. DECISION 

Middle 

Select the Compensation Amount set forth in either BP's Final Proposal or the Claimant's Final Proposal as the 
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your decision. 

Compensation Amount $0 

D BP's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

Compensation Amount $45,108.75 

lZI Claimant's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium 1 .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

Ill. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANELIST DECISION 

Please select the primary basis for your decision. You may also write a comment describing t he basis for your 
decision. 

D Error in documentation review. 

D Error in calculation. 

D Error in RTP multiplier. 

D Error in Prior Spill-Related Payment Amount. 

lZI No error. 

Comment (optional) 

See Decision Comment uploaded. 

BPAPP483 



Claim No.--

BP appeals the $45,108.75 pre-RTP BEL claim award to Claimant -
• . I is in the business of fitting and selling prescription eyeglasses and c~ 
providing optometric and ophthalmological services. BP contends that the Settlement Program 
("SP") erred in its assignment to • of a Zone B classification, and in failing properly to address 
related party transactions. BP se~ a remand as to both issues but does not alternatively propose 
a moneta1y award amount. 

The panelist gleans these facts from his de novo review of the contents of the appeal 
record: ! was incor orated in Louisiana on October 20, 1986 with its reaistered office bein a 
street ad ·ess in . Its incorporators were . , and 

, both of the time of the events pe1tinent to this appeal, 
was Dr. , a medical doctor who was a board ce1t1 ie 

ophthalmologist and owner of 25% of . His son, , a non-doctor, owned the 
otl1er 75%. For a time I conducted its retail business at two 1 a ·o s, as franchise o erations 
of ' ." One was in - and the other at 

At som~oint, not precisely identified by the record submissions, closed the 
location. • 's P&Ls would suggest that happened at the end of 2009, w en all of the 
orted for the location ceased and the previously rep01ted revenue stream 

" was re orted sim ly as ' " The panelist 
reasona y m erst at ' "referenced . Be that as it may, by the sta1t of 2010, I 
had only one retail facility, at the location. I asse1ts in its Claim Form and 
thereafter, and the SP has aa ·eed, that 1 s e quarters is an o ice it maintains at 

. Dr. attests in two affidavits that since 2007 the senior 
managers of have been him and ; that - is President of I and the principal 
executive manager; that at all times from 2007 to 2011 ~rfonned that executive 
management at the - headquaiters; and that the office at is the only office that 
suppo1ts the executive management ofl . Elsewhere in the recor is t e explanation that I has 
no employees, but is simply operated by its owners. 

Section 38.39 of the Settlement Agreement defines "Headquaiters" as "a physical office 
in which the principal executive offices and direct suppo1t staff for senior management functions 
of a business entity are located." Exhibit 5 to the Settlement Agreement provides that for multi
facility claimants whose facilities are located inside the Gulf Coast Areas, "the Causation 
standard and RTP applicable to the Headqua1ters will be~ to the claim. Both -
and are within the Gulf Coast Areas, - being within Zone B and 

within Zone C. Exhibit 5 defines a "Facility" as "[a] separate and distinct physical 
ocat10n o a Multi-Facility Business at which it perfo1111S or manages its operations." BP argues 

that a Google Map view of the - address neighborhood appears to reflect a residential 
nei~ood and the county tax assessor's record shows the owners of that address to be 
Dr. - and his wife. Based on those circumstai1ces, BP contends that, "where the business is 
the provision of optometric and ophthalmological services provided by two eye doctors who own 
the business and compromise (sic) the claimant's executive management, the headquarters is the 
location where the executive management provides the core services of the business, subject to 



clear evidence to the contrary.”  As noted earlier,   is not an eye doctor, and the 
affidavit evidence and other submissions by  declare his sole role to be that of President and 
principal executive manager, providing that management at the  office.  BP provides no 
authority for the proposition that a business headquarters will be presumed to be the location 
where its “executive management provide the core services of the business, subject to clear 
evidence to the contrary.”  As seen, a “Facility” can be a location where a business performs or 
manages its operations, and a “Headquarters” is where management functions take place.   has 
stated in one of its submissions that the  retail store is not suitable for the purpose of 
housing the executive offices.   has never listed the  address as its headquarters on 
any of its many governmental filings but, rather, has always listed an  address.   
makes the point that nothing in the Settlement Agreement precludes an office located within a 
building in a residential area from being a headquarters (without conceding that the  
address is otherwise a residence), and the panelist knows of no such restriction.  In the final 
analysis, there is ample evidence in the record to support the SP’s determination that ’s  

 serves as its headquarters, warranting a Zone B assignment.   
 
 BP acknowledges that the SP was well aware of the related-party transactions between  
and another company owned by Dr.  and , .  The record reflects 
that the SP accountants identified those transactions and investigated them, corresponded with 

’s counsel about them, and properly accounted for them.  BP argues that the record does not 
show that the SP evaluated whether those transaction “must be excluded from the BEL 
calculation pursuant to Policy 328.”   counters that all of the transactions in question involved 
payments by it to , which the SP classified as fixed expenses, whereas Policy 328 
states that certain related party transactions shall not typically be treated as revenue for purposes 
of BEL claim calculations.  Thus,  argues, the transactions did not involve revenue to it and 
did not impact the causation analysis, and as fixed expenses the amounts – however treated – 
wouldn’t affect the variable profit calculations for any period.  BP counters by citing a prior 
panelist’s decision comment including the observation that it was non-sensible to the panelist 
why related party issues should be restricted to revenues and not expenses, thereby holding 
contrary to the view the SP had taken in that appeal.  That panelist had noted that Policy 328 v.2 
allowed the Claims Administrator to require a claimant to provide explanations regarding 
revenue and related expenses, but  points out that such discretion is accorded by the policy 
where related party revenue items are included in the claimant’s P&Ls, a situation not present in 
the instant appeal.  There being no revenue, there are no “related” expenses.  BP seeks a remand 
for the SP to further investigate the related-party payments by .  The panelist concludes that 
the SP adequately explored the issue of those non-revenue transactions.  Moreover, BP fails to 
explain what effect on the award any error by the SP in treating the payments as fixed expenses 
of , could have.  The Notice of Final Proposals lists BP’s offer as “$0.00,” apparently as a 
default entry.   
 
 BP’s requests for remand are denied and under the Baseball Process which controls, its 
Final Proposal is rejected in preference to ’s in the amount of the BEL award by the SP.  
Appeal denied.   
 




